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Beautiful Architecture: Leading Thinkers Reveal the Hidden Beauty in Software DesignO'Reilly, 2009
What are the ingredients of robust, elegant, flexible, and maintainable software architecture? Beautiful Architecture answers this question through a collection of intriguing essays from more than a dozen of today's leading software designers and architects. In each essay, contributors present a notable software architecture, and analyze...
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Radiation Oncology Advances (Cancer Treatment and Research)Springer, 2007

	Radiation therapy remains a mainstay of cancer treatment: it is estimated that around half of all cancer patients in Europe, in the US probably close to two-thirds, receive radiation therapy as part of their initial therapy, for salvage or for palliation. There are good reasons to expect the role of radiation therapy in the management of...
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Project Management Absolute Beginner's Guide (3rd Edition)Que, 2012

	Succeed as a project manager, even if you’ve never run a project before! This book is the fastest way to master every project management task, from upfront budgeting and scheduling through execution, managing teams through closing projects, and learning from experience. Updated for the latest web-based project...
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SAS Data Analytic Development: Dimensions of Software Quality (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2016

	Design quality SAS software and evaluate SAS software quality


	SAS Data Analytic Development is the developer’s compendium for writing better-performing software and the manager’s guide to building comprehensive software performance requirements. The text introduces and parallels the International...
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Beginning Functional JavaScript: Functional Programming with JavaScript Using EcmaScript 6Apress, 2017

	Learn functional programming concepts using JavaScript ES6. You will learn concepts such as currying, partial functions, higher-order functions, and monads.


	Programming languages have evolved from focusing on procedures to objects and now on function. JavaScript supports functional programming and allows developers...
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Head First WordPress: A Brain-Friendly Guide to Creating Your Own Custom WordPress BlogO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Whether you're promoting your business or writing about your travel adventures, Head First WordPress will teach you not only how to make your blog look unique and attention-grabbing, but also how to take advantage of WordPress platform's more complex features to make your website work well, too.

		
...
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Emerging Web Services Technology, Volume II (Whitestein Series in Software Agent Technologies and Autonomic Computing)Birkhauser, 2008


	This 2nd volume on Emerging Web Services Technologies continues to follow the

	current research activities in the areas of Web Services and Service Oriented Architectures.

	By collecting the proceedings of the second Workshop of Emerging

	Web Services Technology 2007 it contains many examples of promising research

	activities...
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SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models: Modeling the Optical Transport NetworkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
SDH/SONET Explained in Functional Models represents a fresh approach to the modeling of transport network technologies. This practical guide and reference text uncovers the description of SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy), SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) and OTN (Optical Transport Network) transport networks and equipment using...
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Joint Cognitive Systems: Foundations of Cognitive Systems EngineeringCRC Press, 2005
This book was written by pioneers in the field and offers a principled approach to studying human work with complex technology. … It seems destined to become a classic in the field.
 - Books-on-Line
In the nine compact chapters of Joint Cognitive Systems (JCS), two recognized figures in the field of human factors provide an...
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Manage IT!: Organizing IT Demand and IT SupplySpringer, 2005
"This book discusses IT supply and demand, analyzing functional requirements and operational processes, using methods such as those defined in the IT infrastructure library (ITIL).  This book will be useful for understanding the key concepts behind modern service-oriented IT organizations.  In a nutshell, this is a good book and a good...
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The Adobe Photoshop CS4 Layers Book: Harnessing Photoshop's most powerful toolFocal Press, 2009
Master Photoshop CS4 with this visual, hands-on guide to using Layers, under the expert guidance of digital imaging specialist Richard Lynch. Layers, Photoshop's most powerful feature, is the core of a nondestructive image-editing work flow.

Step-by-step instructions and practical examples illustrate how to .

* Polish: correct...
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OpenCart 1.4 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	OpenCart is a popular open source shopping cart solution and provides elegantly written tools to establish a fully functional online store from scratch in a very short time with intuitive screens. It can be a difficult task for beginners to go beyond the basics and apply all the features, which they will require for their businesses.

...
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